G+G
G GROUP WARRANTY
Through our many years of experience in the area of renovations and construction of all
kinds of buildings, we are pleased and in a privileged position to be able to offer a written
warranty for every project we undertake. The written warranty of G+G
G GROUP is a simple
and understandable text, without legal terms and special conditions with ""small letters"
regarding all construction and renovation stages from start to finish of each project.
Written only with this rationale, mainly due to the confidence that is drawn from our
company, based on strict standards on choices of appropriate materials and specialist cadre.
Every renovation
on or construction product of G+ G Group is the result
esult of a production process,
customized strictly on quality standards that certify the safety and proper functioning.
Quality control is constant and accompanies each product
uct at each stage of manufacturing
manufacturing,
from raw materials to the
he final report to the customer. That is why we provide a five year (5)
warranty and free repair or replacement in the event of damage.
damage
Also, based on individual guarantees that are documented and provided by the leading
factories of the materials we use.
All the materials we use are ISO certified by the largest and most stringent European
certification companies and follow our work in every stage. Apart from the materials we use,
we can guarantee our timetable in absolute time, which is agreed with our customers, as
well as a guarantee on delivery time of each project.
We prepare and sign a fully detailed agreement with detailed specifications.
We guarantee a ' locked ‘price from the beginning in relation to the agree
agreement, and zero
deviation from it.
We guarantee the proper study of the project, the proper organization of each stage, the
constant supervision of the work on each task, as well as the caretaking throughout the
renovation stages.
Please note that all the above warranties do not apply to cases
ca
that involve mistreatment or
normal wear of consumable and non-material,
non material, third party intervention beyond the
company's staff, as well as cases of force majeure (earthquake-flood-fire
(earthquake
fire etc.).

CUSTOMER COMMITMENT

For the above warranty to be valid, our client must agree to the following commitments
regarding:
1. Compliance with the cash payment contract in order to meet the timetable and the
delivery time warranty.
2. The additional work that is not documented when signing the contract will burden
the total cost and extend the delivery time.
3. Changes to previously agreed tasks may change the 'locked price' and po
possibly
extend the delivery time.
4. We have the knowledge and the experience to propose and give
give the best solutions
to any technical or construction issue according to our customer preference
preference,
respecting each and every wish, but otherwise the warranty may not apply)
5. Conciliation must be done only with one supervisor on the part of our client to
avoid any misunderstanding
nderstandings and not to intervene by his own volition in the work
of the construction crew as he has to come to an agreement with the supervisor
appointed by the company.
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